Program of work during the visit
Generalized predictability measure for human mobility
accounting for spatial, temporal, and sequential dimensions – GenPM-STD
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The availability of fine-grained location data (e.g., CDRs, GPS traces) enables the study and prediction
of human movements, which are of great value in many applications such as service provision,
location-based advertisements, and disease spread modeling.
The seminal paper of Song et al. [1] proposes the entropic level of individuals’ movement
trajectories as a theoretical upper bound on the predictability of human mobility. A regular trajectory
consists mostly of repeatable routines (stationary segments) and therefore have lower entropy (more
predictable). Entropy is calculated using the Lempel-Ziv algorithm [9], which scans through the
trajectory and calculates the length of yet unseen patterns. The maximum predictability observed on
a dataset of 45,000 mobile phones users is 93% [1].
However, Song et al.’s predictability metric, still extensively used by the human mobility
community, has several limitations. First, it is strongly dependent on the length of trajectories, the
number of places visited and trips between them, and the time between transitions [2-7]. Second,
since it does not capture long-distance dependencies in human trajectories, actual predictability
should be higher [7]. Indeed, recurrent neural networks (RNNs), which capture dependencies of
varying lengths, surpass the theoretical upper bound of predictability [8]. Finally, it does not consider
trajectories’ space and time dimensions: two individuals with the same sequence of symbols have the
same entropy, but these symbols may be associated with locations that are displaced differently in
space and time, which should influence the two individuals’ predictability.
The purpose of this visit will be to develop a novel predictability metric for human mobility
that overcomes the limitations above. This new metric will consider spatial and time dimensions, longdistance dependencies, and will be dataset-independent. The metric will be tested on public mobility
data and the consistency of the theoretic upper bound will be tested with state-of-the-art mobility
predictors, including those based on Artificial Intelligence (AI), to verify that their accuracy does not
surpass the theoretical predictability upper bound. The metric will allow characterizing the
performance of mobility predictors better and to design more explainable models, both questions of
interest to DigiCosme. In particular, the visit’s work relates to IID-3 (for its relation to ML, knowledge
extraction, and reasoning) and to the ComEx-3 (for its applicability in user-aware intelligent transport
and distributed networking). The newly developed methodology will be integrated into library scikitmobility, of which the applicant is founder and an active developer.
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